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ABSTRACT 
Cavity contraction method has been used for decades for the design of tunneling and 
prediction of ground settlement, by modelling the cavity unloading process from in-situ
stress state. Analytical solutions of undrained cavity contraction in a unified state 
parameter model for clay and sand (CASM) are developed in this paper to predict the 
soil behaviour around tunnels. The overall behaviour of clay and sand under both 
drained and undrained loading conditions could be properly captured by CASM, and 
the large-strain and effective stress analyses of cavity contraction provide the 
distributions of stress/strain within the elastic, plastic and critical-state regions around 
a tunnel. The effects of ground condition and soil model parameters are investigated 
from the results of stress paths and cavity contraction curves. Comparisons of the ground 
reaction curve and the excess pore pressure are also provided between the predicted and 
measured behaviour of tunneling, using data of centrifuge tunnel tests in clay. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
With the increasing demand for construction of tunnels in urban areas, it becomes more 
important to understand the tunneling-induced ground movements and to investigate 
their effects on preexisting underground structures and other services (Mair, 2008; 
Kolymbas, 2008). With symmetric assumption for deep tunnels, the ground movements 
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at the tunnel heading are in a spherical scenario, while cylindrical symmetry is used for 
radial movements around lining, as can be seen in Fig. 1 (after Mair & Taylor, 1993; 
Mair, 2008). Undrained condition for clay behaviour around the heading is often applied, 
indicating the sufficiently fast advance of the tunnel (Mair, 2008).  
Cavity expansion theory, concerning stress/displacement fields around cavities, has 
been developed and applied to a variety of geotechnical problems, as described in Yu 
(2000). By modelling the cavity unloading process from the in-situ stress state, cavity 
contraction method has been used for decades for the design of tunneling and the 
prediction of ground settlement (e.g. Hoek & Brown, 1980; Mair & Taylor, 1993). Mair 
& Taylor (1993) reported simple plasticity solutions for prediction of ground 
deformations and pore pressure changes caused by tunnelling in clay. Closed form 
solutions were proposed based on linear elastic-perfectly plastic solutions of cavity 
contraction in a Tresca material. In the past two decades, critical state solutions were 
increasingly proposed to account for the dependence of soil strength with deformation 
history (e.g. Collins & Yu, 1996; Yu & Rowe, 1999; Chen & Abousleiman, 2012). 
Additionally, undrained solutions of cavity expansion were recently developed using a 
unified state parameter model for clay and sand (CASM), which has the ability of 
capturing the overall behaviour of clay and sand (Mo & Yu 2016a). The undrained 
expansion solutions of Mo & Yu (2016a) are modified in this paper with respect to the 
problems of cavity contraction and tunneling.   
This paper provides novel analytical solutions of undrained cavity contraction in a 
unified state parameter model for clay and sand (CASM) to predict the soil behaviour 
around tunnels. The solution aims to propose a unified approach for cavity contraction 
analysis in both clay and sand with two additional soil parameters (the stress-state 
coefficient and the spacing ratio), as well as a non-associated flow rule. Large strain 
analysis is adopted for both elastic and plastic regions by using the logarithmic strains. 
Taking account of the effect of stress history by an effective stress analysis, the 
predictions of stress fields and soil deformation are compared with previous analytical 
results and centrifuge data, with attempts to improve the prediction of the uniform 
convergence under the assumption of axisymmetry.  
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PROBLEM DEFINITION 
The contraction of a spherical/cylindrical cavity with initial radius 欠待 embedded in an 
infinite soil under undrained condition is concerned in this paper. The geometry and 
kinematics of cavity contraction are illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. The initial 
isotropic stress state is assumed with the initial ambient pore pressure 憲待 . The 
preconsolidation pressure is referred to as 喧湛待嫗  and 迎待 噺 喧湛待嫗 【喧待嫗  represents the isotropic 
overconsolidation ratio in terms of the mean effective stress. The specific volume keeps 
as a constant (荒 噺 荒待) during the process of contraction for undrained analysis. Note 
that a compression positive notation is used in this paper. 
For cavity expansion/contraction problems, the quasi-static equilibrium equation 
can be written as: 購提 伐 購追 噺 追陳  擢蹄認擢追         (1) 
where the parameter ‘兼’ is used to integrate both cylindrical (兼 噺 な) and spherical 
(兼 噺 に) scenarios; 購追 and 購提 are the total radial and tangential stresses, and 堅 is the 
radius of the material element (堅待 indicates the initial position before cavity contraction). 
Excess pore pressure つ憲 is calculated as 憲 伐 憲待. According to Collins & Yu (1996), the 
mean and deviatoric effective stresses (喧嫗; 圏) for cavity contraction problems can be 
defined as follows: 喧嫗 噺 蹄認嫦袋陳ゲ蹄廃嫦怠袋陳    ┹    圏 噺 購追嫗 伐 購提嫗       (2) 
Similarly, the volumetric and shear strains (絞┹ 紘) are expressed as: 絞 噺 綱追 髪 兼 ゲ 綱提 噺 ど   ┹    紘 噺 綱追 伐 綱提      (3) 
It is assumed that strains can be decomposed additively into elastic and plastic 
components while yielding occurs, and superscripts ‘結’ and ‘喧’ are used to distinguish 
the elastic and plastic components of the total strains. To accommodate the effect of 
large deformation in cavity contraction process, large strain analysis is adopted for both 
elastic and plastic regions by using logarithmic strains: 綱追 噺 伐 健券 岾 鳥 追鳥 追轍峇   ;   綱提 噺 伐 健券 岾 追追轍峇      (4) 
The state parameter 行 was defined by Been & Jefferies (1985), representing the 
difference of specific volume between the current and critical states at the same mean 
effective stress (see Fig. 3a): 
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行 噺 荒 髪 膏 ln 喧嫗 伐 ち        (5) 
It has shown to be an important parameter to describe the behaviour of granular 
material over a wide range of stresses and densities (Been & Jefferies, 1985; Sladen et 
al., 1985; Sladen & Oswell, 1989). In addition, it is also established that the state 
parameter can be used to determine the soil responses for both clay and sand (Yu, 1998). 
With the benefits of the concept of state parameter, Yu (1998) proposed a unified 
state parameter model for clay and sand, which is referred to as CASM. It is a simple 
constitutive model with two additional material constants introduced to the standard 
Cam-clay model, whereas the overall behaviour of clay and sand can be satisfactorily 
modelled by CASM under both drained and undrained loading conditions. The state 
boundary surface of CASM (Fig. 3b) is described as: 岾 挺暢峇津 噺 な 伐 締締馴 噺 伐 鎮津盤椎嫦【椎熱嫦 匪鎮津 追茅        (6) 
where 考 噺 伐圏【喧嫗 is known as stress ratio (note that the negative symbol indicates the 
negative deviatoric stress during process of contraction); 券 is the stress-state coefficient; 行眺 噺 岫膏 伐 腔岻 ln 堅茅, is the reference state parameter; and 堅茅 is the spacing ratio, defined 
as 喧槻嫗 【喧掴嫗  (see Fig. 3a). In addition, a non-associated flow rule based on the Row ’s 
stress-dilatancy relation is adopted here to better describing the deformation of sands 
and other granular media: 弟妊岌廷妊岌 噺 伐 苔 岫暢貸挺岻苔袋戴 暢貸態 暢 挺  抜  陳陳袋怠       (7) 
Note that the relationship between the volumetric and shear strains in this paper and 
the conventional definitions is given by: 絞椎岌 【紘椎岌 噺 綱椎椎岌 【綱槌椎岌 抜  陳陳袋怠 . The plastic potential 
can then be obtained by the integration of the stress-dilatancy relation (Eq. 7), and the 
hardening law is adopted based on a typical isotropic volumetric plastic strain hardening, 
as shown to be: 喧槻嫗岌 噺 程 椎熱嫦碇貸汀  絞椎岌          (8) 
 
PLASTICITY SOLUTIONS 
Plasticity solutions are presented in this section, for a cavity contracted from 欠待 to 欠 
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until the soil around the cavity reaches the critical state (i.e. soil medium is deformed to 
include elastic, plastic and critical-state regions). ‘潔’ is the radius of the elastic-plastic 
boundary, and 潔頂鎚 is the radius where critical-state region initially commences. Thus, 
for 堅 伴 潔, soil is in elastic region; whereas for 潔頂鎚 隼 堅 隼 潔, soil is in plastic region, and 
critical-state zone is for soil at 欠 隼 堅 隼 潔頂鎚  (see Fig. 2b). Note that the contraction 
solutions are modified based on the cavity expansion solutions by Mo & Yu (2016a). 
Although some formulations can be found in Mo & Yu (2016b), the detailed derivations 
and solutions for cavity contraction are provided in this section. 
 
Solution in Elastic Region 
Soil volume within an arbitrary radius (堅) can be assumed as constant with respect to 
undrained condition, and this relation leads to the following expression: 堅待陳袋怠 伐 堅陳袋怠 噺 欠待陳袋怠 伐 欠陳袋怠 噺 劇     (9) 
‘劇’ keeps constant at a certain contraction instant and represents the volumetric 
change at an arbitrary radius. To describe the stress-strain relationship in elastic region, 
the elastic strain rates are given as follows: 絞勅岌 噺 怠懲  喧嫗岌    ┹    紘勅岌 噺 怠態 弔  圏岌        (10) 
where 計 is the elastic bulk modulus, which equals to 程 椎嫦汀 ; 罫 is the elastic shear modulus, 
which is determined by 
岫怠袋陳岻 岫怠貸態 禎岻 程 椎嫦態 岷怠袋岫陳貸怠岻 禎峅 汀 , and 航 denotes Poisson’s ratio. In elastic region, 
elastic volumetric strain rate equals total volumetric strain rate (絞岌 噺 絞勅岌 噺 ど); thus the 
mean stress rate is zero based on Eq. (10), i.e. 喧嫗 噺 喧待嫗 . When the radial and tangential 
stresses are written as: 購追嫗 噺 喧待嫗 髪 弘購追嫗 ; 購提嫗 噺 喧待嫗 髪 つ購提嫗 , the cumulative changes of 
effective stresses have the following relationship: 弘購追嫗 噺 伐兼 弘購提嫗 . Thus 弘購提嫗  can then 
be derived as a function of radius 堅: 弘購提嫗 噺 に 罫待 綱提 噺 に 罫待  健券 岾追轍追 峇 噺 態 弔轍陳袋怠  健券 岾追尿甜迭袋脹追尿甜迭 峇 噺 畦岫堅岻   (11) 
where 罫待  represents the constant shear modulus in elastic region. With the aid of 
equilibrium Eq. (1), the incremental form of radial total stress can be obtained as: 
項 購追 噺 陳 岫陳袋怠岻追  畦岫堅岻 項 堅 噺 に 罫待 兼 鎮津磐認尿甜迭甜畷認尿甜迭 卑追  項 堅    (12) 
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The integration of Eq. (12) from 堅 to 堅 噺 タ leads to: 
購追 伐 喧待 噺 に 罫待 兼 完 鎮津磐認尿甜迭甜畷認尿甜迭 卑追  項 堅      (13) 
and the integration can be written as a series function: 
完 鎮津磐認尿甜迭甜畷認尿甜迭 卑追  項 堅 噺 怠陳袋怠  デ 盤貸脹【追尿甜迭匪入賃鉄著賃退怠 噺 稽岫堅岻    (14) 
Therefore, the distributions of stresses and strains in elastic zone are formulated as 
follows: 購追嫗 噺 喧待嫗 伐 兼 畦岫堅岻   ┹    購提嫗 噺 喧待嫗 髪  畦岫堅岻   ┹綱追 噺 伐 陳態 弔轍 抜  畦岫堅岻  ┹    綱提 噺 怠態 弔轍 抜  畦岫堅岻  ┹弘憲 噺 に 罫待 兼 稽岫堅岻 髪 兼 畦岫堅岻                            (15) 
where 畦岫堅岻 and 稽岫堅岻 can be determined by Equations (11) and (14). 
For soil at elastic-plastic boundary (堅 噺 潔), the stress state is on the initial yield 
surface (i.e. 喧嫗 噺 喧待嫗 ; 圏 噺 圏】追退頂; 喧槻嫗 噺 喧槻待嫗 ). From the yield surface function (Eq. 6) for 
initial yielding, the deviatoric stress (圏】追退頂) is derived as: 
 圏】追退頂 噺 伐 岾鎮津 眺轍鎮津 追茅峇迭韮  警 喧待嫗       (16) 
On the other hand, the deviatoric stress can also be obtained from the distributions 
in elastic region (Eq. 15): 圏】追退頂 噺 伐岫兼 髪 な岻 畦岫潔岻 噺 伐に 罫待  健券 岾頂尿甜迭袋脹頂尿甜迭 峇    (17) 
Combining Equations (16) and (17) leads to the expressions of the elastic-plastic 
boundary radius and its original position before contraction: 
潔 噺 畔 貸脹怠貸勅掴椎煩岾嶋投 馴轍嶋投 認茅 峇迭韮 謎 妊轍嫦鉄 奈轍 晩販
迭尿甜迭    ┹    潔待 噺 岫潔陳袋怠 伐 劇岻 迭尿甜迭   (18) 
Cavity contraction starts with elastic responses, and further contraction may lead to 
yielding of soil around cavity. 劇槻沈勅鎮鳥 can be obtained from Eq. (18) for 潔 噺 欠, which is 
used to indicate the plastic stage when 劇 伴 劇槻沈勅鎮鳥. 
 
Solution in Plastic Region 
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When soil is in plastic region (潔頂鎚 隼 堅 隼 潔), the elastic moduli (計  and 罫 ) are not 
constant but functions of mean effective stress 喧嫗; and the undrained condition gives: 絞椎 噺 伐絞勅 . Following the integrations from 堅 噺 潔  to 堅 , the elastic and plastic 
volumetric strains (Eq. 19) are derived with the aid of the elastic modulus (Eq. 10) and 
the hardening relation (Eq. 8), respectively: 絞勅 噺 完 穴 絞勅 噺 完 汀程  怠椎嫦  穴 喧嫗椎嫦 椎轍嫦 噺 汀程  ln 岾椎嫦椎轍嫦 峇              絞椎 噺 完 穴 絞椎 噺 完 碇貸汀程  怠椎熱嫦  穴 喧槻嫗椎熱嫦 椎熱轍嫦 噺 碇貸汀程  ln 磐 椎熱嫦椎熱轍嫦 卑    (19) 
Substitute into Eq. (6) leads to: 岾 挺暢峇津 噺 畦怠 髪 畦態  抜  健券 喧嫗       (20) 
where 
 畦怠 噺 鎮津 眺轍袋壇貼迭  狸樽 椎轍嫦狸樽 追茅    ┹    畦態 噺 伐 壇貼迭狸樽 追茅    ┹    の 噺 碇貸汀碇     (21) 
Additionally, the differential forms of 圏 and ln 喧槻嫗  are expressed as follows: 穴 圏 噺 伐警 抜  峽岷畦怠 髪 畦態  抜  健券 喧嫗峅迭韮 髪 凋鉄津  岷畦怠 髪 畦態  抜  健券 喧嫗峅迭韮貸怠峺  穴 喧嫗穴 ln 喧槻嫗 噺 汀汀貸碇  穴 ln 喧槻嫗 噺 汀汀貸碇  津凋鉄 暢韮  考津貸怠 穴 考                                               (22) 
Together with the boundary condition: 紘勅】追退頂 噺 貸岫陳袋怠岻態 弔轍  畦岫潔岻 based on Eq. (15), the 
elastic deviatoric strain (紘勅) in plastic region is obtained through the integration: 完 穴 紘勅 噺 紘勅 伐 紘勅】追退頂 噺 岷怠袋岫陳貸怠岻 禎峅 汀岫怠袋陳岻 岫怠貸態 禎岻 程  完 怠椎嫦槌槌】認転迩  穴 圏                                                     噺 伐 岷怠袋岫陳貸怠岻 禎峅 汀 暢岫怠袋陳岻 岫怠貸態 禎岻 程  峽 津岫怠袋津岻凋鉄 岷畦怠 髪 畦態  抜  健券 喧嫗峅迭韮袋怠 髪 岷畦怠 髪 畦態  抜  健券 喧嫗峅迭韮                                          伐 津岫怠袋津岻凋鉄 岷畦怠 髪 畦態  抜  健券 喧待嫗 峅迭韮袋怠 伐 岷畦怠 髪 畦態  抜  健券 喧待嫗 峅迭韮峺
  
           (23) 
Accordingly, the integration of plastic deviatoric strain (紘椎) is derived based on the 
stress-dilatancy relation (Eq. 7): 紘椎 噺  伐 完 岫苔袋戴 暢貸態 暢 挺岻 岫碇貸汀岻 岫陳袋怠岻苔 程 岫暢貸挺岻 陳鎮津 椎熱嫦鎮津 椎熱轍嫦  穴 健券 喧槻嫗                                                 噺 汀 津 岫陳袋怠岻苔 程 凋鉄 暢韮 陳  峽態 暢津 岷考津 伐 考頂津峅 髪 岫ひ 髪 ぬ 警 伐 に 警態岻 完 挺韮貼迭暢貸挺  穴 考挺挺迩 峺   (24) 
where 考頂 噺 伐圏】追退頂【喧待嫗 , and the integration form can also be written as series functions: 
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完 挺韮貼迭暢貸挺  穴 考 噺 菌衿芹
衿緊ど                                           岫考頂 噺 警岻挺韮暢  デ 釆 怠津袋賃  抜  岾 挺暢峇賃挽著賃退待   岫考頂 隼 警岻デ 峙伐警賃 挺韮貼迭貼入津貸怠貸賃峩著賃退待          岫考頂 伴 警岻    (25) 
For associated flow rule of standard Cam-clay model, the stress-dilatancy relation 
can be rewritten as: 絞椎岌 【紘椎岌 噺 岫警 伐 考岻  抜  陳陳袋怠, hence the plastic deviatoric strain in Eq. 
(24) needs to be replaced by: 紘椎 噺  汀 津 岫陳袋怠岻程 凋鉄 暢韮 陳  完 挺韮貼迭暢貸挺  穴 考挺挺迩        (26) 
Combining Equations (3), (19), (23), and (24) leads to the distribution of radial and 
tangential strains. However, to obtain the total stresses and the excess pore water 
pressure, a numerical integration is required based on the equilibrium Eq. (1): 完 項購追 噺 伐兼 完 槌追  穴 堅        (27) 
 
Solution for soil in critical-state region 
When the cavity is contracted further after plastic stage, critical-state region commences 
from the cavity wall. The boundary of the critical state soil is referred as to 潔頂鎚, and the 
critical-state region is for soil where 欠 隼 堅 隼 潔頂鎚. In critical-state region, the deviatoric 
and mean effective stresses remain constants, and expressions can be given as:喧頂鎚嫗 噺 岾眺轍追茅峇壇 喧待嫗 噺 結捲喧 峙箪貸程碇 峩      圏頂鎚 噺 伐喧頂鎚嫗  抜 警                          喧槻┸頂鎚嫗 噺 喧頂鎚嫗  抜  堅茅 噺 岾眺轍追茅峇壇 堅茅 喧待嫗       (28) 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Comparisons with Results of Solutions by Yu & Rowe (1999) 
In this section, the results of soil behaviour around deep tunnels are presented by using 
the provided plasticity solutions of cavity contraction in undrained condition, as also 
shown in Mo & Yu (2016b). As the yield criterion of the original Cam-clay model can 
be recovered from CASM by selecting the material constants: 券 噺 な┻ど and 堅茅 噺 に┻ばなぱぬ, 
the validation of the solutions is carried out by comparing the results of original Cam-
clay model with the results of solutions by Yu & Rowe (1999). The values of the critical 
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state parameters, chosen to be relevant for London clay, are identical to Yu & Rowe 
(1999). It needs to be noted that the ambient pore pressure is not included in the results 
of total stresses (i.e. 購 噺 購嫗 髪 ッ憲). 
Figures 4 and 5 present the results of soil behaviour around tunnels using cylindrical 
and spherical scenarios, with the overconsolidation ratio of 迎待 噺 な┻どどな . The final 
contraction for both cylindrical and spherical tests is 欠待【欠 噺 な┻ひの  and な┻なに , 
respectively. Subplots (a) show the cavity pressure and the excess pore pressure at the 
cavity wall during unloading. The obtained ground reaction curves caused by the 
tunneling are usually referred to as the convergence-confinement graphs (Panet & 
Guenot, 1982). The decreasing relationship between the support pressure and tunnel 
deformation is provided by the curve of 購追. Negative excess pore pressure is predicted 
after an increasing stage at the initial contraction. Subplots (b) show the distributions of 
soil displacement (戟), which is normalized by the cavity radius (欠). The results are 
found to be comparable with data from Yu & Rowe (1999) when using non-associated 
flow rule, while identical results are shown for tests using associated flow rule.  
 
Parametric study of cavity contraction 
After validation of the proposed plasticity solutions by original Cam-clay model, 
parametric study is carried out in this section to investigate the variation of stress and 
deformation distributions with overconsolidation ratio (迎待) and soil parameters. The 
reference soil parameters are selected to simulate London clay ( 康 噺 に┻ばのひ, 膏 噺 ど┻なはな, 腔 噺 ど┻どはに, 航 噺 ど┻ぬ, 券 噺 に┻ど, 堅茅 噺 ぬ┻ど, 剛痛掴 噺 にに┻ばのソ), as suggested by Yu (1998). 
The friction constant 警 is determined by: 警 噺 態岫陳袋怠岻 坦辿樽 笛迩濡岫陳袋怠岻貸岫陳貸怠岻 坦辿樽 笛迩濡, where the critical 
state friction angle 剛頂鎚 can be assumed based on the triaxial critical state friction: 剛頂鎚 噺剛痛掴 for spherical scenario and 剛頂鎚 噺 な┻なにの 剛痛掴 for cylindrical scenario.  
Fig. 6 presents the strain distributions around both spherical and cylindrical 
contracted cavities for 欠待【欠 噺 に. It can be seen that contraction results in negative 
radial strain and positive tangential strain; spherical scenario has larger radial strain and 
smaller tangential strain when comparing with cylindrical scenario. Radial deformation 
for both spherical and cylindrical contraction is shown in Fig. 7. In addition, the 
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variation of strain distributions or radial deformation with soil parameters and 
overconsolidation ratio is not obvious due to the kinematics of undrained cavity 
contraction.  
Fig. 8 shows the stress paths in normalised 喧嫗 伐 圏 space for 欠待【欠 噺 な to に. Two 
spherical tests are for overconsolidation ratio 迎待 噺 な┻どどな  and など , with the initial 
specific volume 荒待 as 2.0. After initial yielding, plastic region is generated around the 
cavity, and the stress path is gradually approaching the critical state line. The undrained 
plasticity solutions provide the exact stress paths after yielding. Both ultimate 
normalized mean and deviatoric effective stresses decrease with overconsolidation ratio. 
It should be noted that the stress paths for spherical scenario (Fig. 9) overlaps with 
cylindrical scenario in normalised 喧嫗 伐 圏 space. 
The distributions of effective stresses (購嫗追, 購嫗提) and excess pore pressure (つ憲) are 
presented in Fig. 10(a, b, c) respectively for both spherical and cylindrical scenarios. 
Stresses are normalised by undrained shear strength (嫌通, defined as ど┻の 警 結捲喧岷岫ち 伐 鉱岻【膏峅, based on the Mohr circle of effective stresses at failure), and the radial coordinate is 
normalised by cavity radius 欠. Critical state regions can be found in Fig. 9(a, b), where 
effective stresses keep constant. Blue circular symbols represent the elastic-plastic 
boundary (潔) for tests with 迎待 噺 など,  while 潔【欠 is larger than なの for tests with 迎待 噺 な. 
At critical state, normalized effective stresses are independent of overconsolidation ratio. 
The elastic-plastic boundary is shown to decrease with overconsolidation ratio, and 
cylindrical cavity contraction has larger size of plastic region compared with spherical 
scenario. Negative excess pore pressure is generated during undrained cavity 
contraction, as shown in Fig. 9(c). つ憲  increases with overconsolidation ratio, and 
spherical scenario has larger value of negative excess pore pressure compared with 
cylindrical scenario. Fig. 9(d) shows the cavity contraction-pressure curves with 
different scenarios and overconsolidation ratio. Cavity pressure decreases with 
contraction, and negative cavity pressure might occur caused by the excess pore 
pressure.  
Parametric study was also carried out to investigate the effects of two additional soil 
parameters of CASM (券 and 堅茅), as presented in Figures 10 ~ 13. The stress-state 
coefficient 券 , varying from な┻ど  to に┻の , has small influence on the distributions of 
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normalized radial effective stress, for both spherical and cylindrical scenarios (see Fig. 
10a and Fig. 11a). Constant value was also found at 堅【欠 噺 の┻の for spherical contraction 
and 堅【欠 噺 ひ┻の  for cylindrical contraction. However, both normalized tangential 
effective stress and negative excess pore pressure increase with the stress-state 
coefficient. In addition, positive excess pore pressure appears in plastic region for soil 
with small value of stress-state coefficient. Compared with cylindrical scenario, higher 
negative excess pore pressure was found for spherical contraction. 
The effects of spacing ratio 堅茅, varying from に┻ど to の┻ど, have been shown in Fig. 12 
for spherical scenario and Fig. 13 for cylindrical scenario. The increases of normalized 
effective stress with spacing ratio are obvious, relative to the effects of stress-state 
coefficient (see Fig. 12a,b and Fig. 13a,b). Conversely, negative excess pore pressure 
decreases with the spacing ratio, and positive excess pore pressure appears for soil with 
large value of spacing ratio. Due to the constant normalised effective stresses at critical 
state region, cavity contraction-pressure curves increase with spacing ratio, resulting 
from the effects on excess pore pressure. 
 
Comparisons with Results of Centrifuge Tests by Mair (1979) 
The proposed analytical solutions are related to soil behaviour around tunnels, with 
comparisons to centrifuge results by Mair (1979). Fig. 14(a) presents the prediction of 
tunnel crown displacement for the selected centrifuge test 2DP with cover to diameter 
ratio: 茎【経 噺 な┻はば. The tunnel test in clay can be assumed to be undrained condition. 
According to Mair (1979) and Yu & Rowe (1999), soil properties are chosen as: 康 噺ぬ┻ひに, 膏 噺 ど┻ぬ, 腔 噺 ど┻どの, 警 噺 ど┻ぱ, 航 噺 ど┻ぬ, 嫌通 噺 には倦鶏欠. The ground reaction curve 
indicates the crown displacement with reducing the tunnel support pressure. The crown 
displacement shows comparable results with the previous analytical results (Yu & Rowe, 
1999) and the centrifuge data (Mair, 1979).  
Fig. 14(b) shows the prediction of the distribution of excess pore pressure around a 
tunnel in soft clay. According to Mair & Taylor (1993), the equivalent stability ratio is 
defined as: 軽 噺 岫喧待 伐 購鎮沈岻【嫌通, where  購鎮沈 represents the support pressure on the lining. 
Comparing with the centrifuge data for three different unloading stages of the tunnel 
test (軽 噺 に┻ね┸ ぬ┻ぬ┸ ね┻に), the excess pore pressure is generally well predicted in the plastic 
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region. Additionally, the proposed analytical solution provides the variation of the 
excess pore pressure and the plastic region with the soil properties and 
overconsolidation ratio, as well as the equivalent stability ratio, which was the only 
influence factor reported by Mair & Taylor (1993).   
As noted by Yu & Rowe (1999), the cavity solutions tend to underpredict the 
observed mid-surface settlement, probably owing to the shallow tunnel test with the 
effect of free ground surface. As the tunneling induced deformation is a combination of 
three components: uniform convergence, ovalisation, and vertical translation (e.g. 
Verruijt & Booker, 1996; Gonzalez & Sagaseta, 2001; Pinto & Whittle, 2006), the present 
solution provides an approach to improve the prediction of the uniform convergence 
under the assumption of axisymmetry. Further study is therefore required to incorporate 
the effects of ovalisation and vertical translation for the prediction of soil deformation 
around a tunnel. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
By modelling cavity unloading process, analytical solutions of undrained cavity 
contraction in a unified state parameter model for clay and sand (CASM) were proposed 
in this paper to predict the soil behaviour around tunnels, including stress fields and 
crown/ground settlements. Taking the advantages of CASM with the ability of capturing 
overall behaviour of clay and sand, large-strain and effective stress analyses of cavity 
contraction provided the distributions of stress/strain within elastic and plastic regions 
around tunnels. The results of soil behaviour around tunnels using cylindrical and 
spherical scenarios showed identical results with previous analytical solutions using 
original Cam-clay model. The parametric study was carried out to investigate the 
variation of stress and deformation distributions with overconsolidation ratio 迎待 and 
soil parameters (i.e. stress-state coefficient 券 and spacing ratio 堅茅).  
Although the variation of strain distributions or radial deformation with soil 
parameters and overconsolidation ratio is not obvious, both ultimate normalized mean 
and deviatoric effective stresses decrease with overconsolidation ratio, as well as the 
elastic-plastic boundary. The negative excess pore pressure, generated during undrained 
cavity contraction, increases with the overconsolidation ratio. The stress-state 
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coefficient has small influence on the distributions of normalized radial effective stress, 
whereas both normalized tangential effective stress and negative excess pore pressure 
increase with the stress-state coefficient. Conversely, the increases of normalized 
effective stress with spacing ratio are relatively obvious; negative excess pore pressure 
decreases with the spacing ratio; and positive excess pore pressure appears for soil with 
large value of spacing ratio. Good agreement with the centrifuge data of the ground 
reaction curve and the excess pore pressure indicates the ability for prediction of soil 
behaviour around tunnels and the potential implication of cavity contraction solution to 
tunnel modelling.  
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NOTATION 
The following symbols are used in this paper: 欠 = radius of cavity; 潔 = radius of the elastic/plastic boundary; 潔頂鎚 = radius of the critical-state region boundary; 訣 = undrained gap parameter; 兼 = parameter to combine cylindrical and spherical scenarios; 券 = stress-state coefficient for CASM; 喧旺 = mean effective stress; 喧槻待嫗  = preconsolidation pressure; 圏 = deviatoric effective stress; 堅 = radial position of soil element around the cavity; 堅茅 = spacing ratio for the concept of state parameter; 嫌通 = undrained shear strength for soil; 
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罫┸ 罫待 = elastic shear modulus and small-strain shear modulus of soil; 茎 = cover of tunnel (from tunnel crown to surface); 計 = elastic bulk modulus; 軽 = equivalent stability ratio; 迎待 = isotropic overconsolidation ratio, defined as 喧槻待嫗 【喧待嫗 ; 劇 = parameter for volumetric change of cavity, defined as 欠待陳袋怠 伐 欠陳袋怠; 
U = radial displacement after cavity contraction; ッ憲 = excess pore pressure; 絞┸ 紘 = volumetric and shear strain; 綱追 ┸ 綱提 = radial and tangential strains; 考 = stress ratio, defined as 圏【喧嫗; 荒 = specific volume; 剛頂鎚 = critical state friction angle; 購追嫗┸ 購追 = effective and total radial stresses; 購提嫗 ┸ 購提 = effective and total tangential stresses; 行 = state parameter; 行眺 = reference state parameter; 警┸ 腔┸ 膏┸ ち┸ の = critical state soil parameters. 
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